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Abstract: The paper presents a historical analysis of the approach of software development from the third-
generation programming languages to Model Based Software Engineering. The main properties of each of the
approach are discussed. The analysis in terms of the level of abstraction in the design, reducing the gap
between high-level requirements and means of implementation of the software application and - reducing the
time is performed. Software development is a very volatile nature, despite the fact that it is a very young
discipline. Five stages in the evolution of development tools analyzed: the third-generation programming
languages, structured programming, Domain Specific Languages, Component-Based Software Engineering
(CBSE), Computer-Aided System Engineering tools (CASE), Model Based Software Engineering (MBSE). The
main pattern, which is evident in the results of the historical analysis of the article, is that each successive stage
absorbs the most successful ideas and technology with the previous one and adds to them some new ideas,
which provides another increase the level of abstraction. The analysis shows that MBSE is a real candidate who
is able to provide a new leap in software development.
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INTRODUCTION and relationships (for example, to display the software

The purpose of this paper is a historical analysis of corporation).
approaches for software development, identifying the Further increasing the level of software abstraction
main trends and identifying promising areas of research in specifications was carried out by using the formalism of
the field of software engineering. Using automation in the higher order, such as finite state machines or entity -
software development process began with the compilation relationship.
and linking and was continued with creating and editing Today using of high-level formalisms is a standard
source code, version control, debugging, verification, practice in the analysis and complex software systems
documentation, etc. design. The automation of high-level specifications

Putting  compilers  into  operation  led  to   third- transferring of the software to the code has not reached
generation (3GL) programming language, which reduced a comparable level to compilers. 
the complexity of software design by eliminating the This situation has expanded the semantic gap
necessity to worry about a lot of the technology-specific between design specifications of software and its
details for programmers. implementation. Typically, specifications are expressed

It became possible to transfer programs to different using the formalism of a higher level and the
computers with a slight change or without change and to corresponding implementation using the third generation
program using the concepts and designs that were much programming languages. 
closer to human understanding and to the problem area. During the past three decades the development of
But the level of abstraction provided by third-generation programming languages was successfully. Despite this,
programming languages such as C, Fortran, Basic  was the level of abstraction provided by the existing
not enough. In particular the basic design of these implementation language (Java, C + + and C #) and as a
languages was too small to provide a direct and clear consequence the expressive power is significantly greater
expression of more complex and object-oriented concepts than that of the earliest third-generation languages.

architecture or organizational structure of the
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Almost it is difficult to distinguish between high-level software development, examine the effect of automating
architectural forms and principles of the program which software development and consider future research.
was written in Java as if it was written in Fortran or Cobol.
Clearly, such difference in the abstraction is causing The First Stage: the Third Generation Programming
problems. In particular, it is the high level of risk that in Languages: To program the first computers the first and
the informal transfer of high-level specifications in work the second generation programming languages were used
programs may be made such an error, that the final (native code - 1GL and assembly programming language
implementation will not exactly match the desired project. (assembler) - 2GL), which were closely tied to the
On the other hand, ignoring the major problems in the architecture of the hardware. The software development
implementation of high-level specifications can make the for information systems began with the widespread using
system inefficient or even unusable. Community of of third-generation programming languages such as:
software developers have long concluded that to reduce FORTRAN (1957), LISP (1958), COBOL (1959) and BASIC
to a minimum probability of occurrence of such problems, (1964). These languages had a strong influence on the
complex software systems are best developed using an platform independence of programs and level of
incremental or iterative development process where the abstraction with which programmers work that led to the
activities of analysis, design and implementation followed massive use of computers in various fields of human
by either parallel or one after the other cyclically. Wide activity.
semantic gap between the abstractions of the concepts The first significant redistribution of responsibilities
used in these activities and the use of different tools and between the parties to develop software was happen -
methods to cause more difficulties for the implementation programmers committed algorithm writers who had
of the iteration or the transition between them. Bridging previously acted as a liaison between the specialist and
the semantic gaps in these processes through automation programmer of subject, whose task was to direct coding
is an obvious choice. To date there have made many of the earlier algorithms. Thus, the 3GL language became
attempts to introduce such automation in software the first serious step towards the automation of software
development, starting with the so-called fourth generation development.
languages 4GL), instrument-aided software engineering
(CASE) and ending with current approaches of software The Second Stage: the Structured Programming
development based on models (MBSE). Let us consider Paradigm: In the late 1960s Edsger Dijkstra Wiebe
each of them separately. published his article in the community of ACM (1968) a

Analysis of the Development of Technologies, Paradigms statement should have been excluded from all high-level
and Approaches to Software Development: The term languages. In 1972 he with other authors was published
“software development” appears in the 1940s and was a book "Structured Programming". Using the structured
associated with the direct creation of programs to control programming methodology for 20 years was intensive and
the first computer (such as ENIAC, 1946). Then the languages establishment such as Pascal (1970), C (1972)
content of this term was dominated by the chosen and ADA (1983) makes this period the stage in software
substrate technology - binary system. Later a scientific development. However, the real significance for the
discipline software engineering was formed to use the automation of software development this stage was not
classical engineering practices in software development. represented it soon became the basis for the further
Engineering technologies, paradigms, approaches, development of automation.
methods, etc. were appeared because of the software
development. Engineering technologies, paradigms, The Third Stage: the Fourth Generation Programming
approaches, methods, were influenced each other and it Languages: Programming languages of the fourth
is so difficult to draw a clear line between it, as in the generation (often called 4GL) are high-level languages
semantic plane and in the temporal plane. Despite this, we specialized for a particular domain or purpose. One of the
attempted to identify the main serious leaps in the first examples of such language is the language of
development of approaches, technologies, paradigms and reporting Report Program Generator (RPG, International
methods and placed them in a conventional chronological Business Mashines 1964). It is a declarative language for
order. This historical analysis will help to understand the generating reports from databases and at one time was
underlying trend in the development of approaches to very effective in its tasks, which significantly reduces

new trend started. In his article he argued that the GOTO
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development time equivalent programs in an imperative specialized language of the fourth generation (4GL).The
programming language style, such as Cobol. It was later idea they are promoting seems impeccably. They are
developed by many other languages, 4GL, in particular contributed to a more convenient process to the stage
SQL (Chamberlin and Boyce, 1974) for database queries, analysis and design by providing tools for creating
MATLAB (MathWorks, 2008) for mathematical modeling various diagrams and specifications, but also supported
and simulation of system dynamics, SPSS (IBM Company) automated generation of program code or its parts.
statistical package for social sciences, which have proven Unfortunately CASE tools have never been able to
its effectiveness over time. Arisen at the present time to achieve success commensurate with the success of CAD.
focus on object-oriented modeling languages and Now the scientific discussions it often referred as an
(Domain Specific Modeling and Domain Specific example of technology that promises a breakthrough but
Languages) is simply a further manifestation of this trend was never able to implement it.
[1]. The main feature of fourth-generation languages and There are several reasons for “failure” CASE but it
at the same time, their main disadvantage is the highly contains lessons that can be used for subsequent
specialized nature. attempts to automate the software development.

The fourth stage: CBSE - Component Based Software the semantic gap between designers and programmers
Engineering: The paradigm of software development and possibly to short the transition from design to
based on the components began to emerge in the late implementation. One of the major obstacles is the
1970s as a response to "software crisis" [2]. qualitative difference between designers and

In the 1980s a modular programming added concepts programmers.
such as user interface and a library. Most of the The early stages of the design will be best done when
mentioned earlier structural language supported modular ideas can be formed freely from the restrictions and
programming or have been expanded to support it. formalities and accuracy. Consequently, the majority of
Modula-2 (1978) is a prime example of the new trend the design languages witch CASE tools were supported
language orientation. had formalisms (notation) that were inaccurate and

Object-oriented paradigm can be considered as informal. On the other hand implementation language
development of the first ideas embodied in the CBSE [3]. should be unambiguous and formal, as they are exactly
Object orientation has appeared in the early 1960s as a translated into well-defined native code. Thus any code
paradigm for learning, but the first object-oriented that is generated from such high-level formalisms will be
language SmallTalk was released in 1980 (standardized incomplete and to run and compile will require manual
version of the ANSI SmallTalk appeared in 1998). This programmer. He will eliminate the ambiguity and
paradigm has attracted the attention of the community of complement the missing parts. Such approach is good but
software developers in the mid-1990s and so far. it violates the formal links between code and

Today object-oriented paradigm is an accepted specifications from which it was received. Any addition or
common method of software development for information modification of the code can disrupt or even begin to
systems. With the success of this paradigm new several contradict the original intent of the design. As a result the
languages (eg, Java 1995) appeared. All the existing automatic return to the high-level formalisms become
languages supported programming paradigm structure impossible - it prevents further iterative development.
and has been adapted to implement object-oriented There were numerous attempts to circumvent this problem
programming support (eg C + + 1993 and Ada95, 1995). the Round-trip engineering (RTE) was generated code and

Stage Five: tools CAD software for CASE: Developers of engineering the appropriate high-level specification is one
computer-aided design tools software (CASE) were of them. However, the most common result of a series of
inspired by the undeniable success of computer-aided iterations, is the gradual deterioration of high-level
design (CAD) which in turn significantly raised the level specifications, by converting them into a one-one low-
of automation hardware development. In general CASE level graphical representation of the code. In this case, the
tools represent early attempts to direct transfer of high- main advantage of high-level specifications blurred. In
level formalisms witch used for the analysis and design of addition, the code which was created CASE tools was
software systems in the equivalent code in object- often a very simple (which the developer is of little
oriented languages, the third-generation (3GL) or importance), or had a much lower quality than the code

CASE tools have been directed primarily to reducing

edited by the programmer was subjected to reverse-
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generated by hand. Perhaps some of this was connected availability of high-level formalisms. In particular was a
with the fact that virtually no theoretical understanding serious progress in the basic technologies, which
and experience of how to generate code from graphical included a more powerful computing (performance,
formalisms. memory capacity), as well as progress in the development

Another problem with CASE tools was connected of modeling languages (using metamodeling approaches)
with an excess of high-level formalisms that have emerged and methods for automatic code generation. Emerged and
with the introduction of these tools. For example, in the gained widespread adoption of several key industry
early 1990s, the number published in the scientific standards, especially the Object Management Group's
community languages, analysis and design was close to Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Object Management
one hundred [4]. Rarely the CASE tools support more Group 2007a), resulting in a significant reduction in the
than a few families of languages. Thus CASE tools cannot abundance of different symbols and languages high-level
give anything special neither designers nor developers, modeling.
but they had a strong influence on the development of That is why the approach based automation MBSE is
automated software development and allowed to more viable. Much has been written about MBSE and that
accumulate the foundation for the next step. describes it [8-11].

The Sixth Stage: Software-Based Models (MBSE, MDE): engineering disciplines, it is a discipline that is based on
The initially models for software development using was well-understood scientific and technical basis. It is
not concentrated around the idea of automation design. interesting to note that today the situation with MBSE
The entity-relationship (ER) [5] proposed by P. Chen in has significant similarities with the period when, instead
1976 was one of the great languages of model-based of assembler languages asked to use the programming
notation. Conceptual modeling is an active research theme languages of the third generation. Most programmers will
during the 1980s, while some approaches have been simply not believe in that the compiler will generate
published extending the ER (eg EER, 1989 [6]). In 1991 assembly code with the same quality as a person.
appeared basis Unified Modeling Language (Unified
Modeling Language, then UML) by G. Booch (Booch Features and Currency of MBSE: B. Selic noted software
Method), J. Rumbaugh (OMT) and  I.  Jacobson  (OOSE). development based on models (MBSE, MDD) may
After twenty-one years in 1997 the first version of UML become the first generations of this step in software
(UML 2.0 appeared in 2005) was presented. Today UML development since the introduction of compilers [12].
is used for software development (here the term should be There are a lot of discussion about the platform-
understood as the development and analysis and design independent models (PIMs) and platform-specific models
and even implementation) as the standard language is (PSMs), meta - modeling, object - oriented languages,
based on the models. ER and UML are the roots MBSE modeling, model transformation, etc. In our opinion the
(more common terms are model-driven development basic idea of MBSE can be reduced to two fundamental
(MDD) and model-driven engineering (MDE), but we concepts: a higher level of abstraction that is increasing
believe that they are misleading. In reality, the model does the level of software specification further away from the
not control the design, but rather are a byproduct of the underlying implementation technologies (relating to
development). MBSE was finally realized and began to traditional programming languages), raising the degree of
take shape with the advent of Model Driven Architecture automation, which is used to bridge the gap between
(MDA) [7] and the rapid development of initiative groups, design specifications and appropriate implementations.
who perceived the model as a basic element of the In most engineering practice the term "model" is used
software development process. Currently MBSE each year to refer to an abstract representation of some specific
is becoming increasingly popular, but he is still in the engineering or other artifacts - that is an abstraction away
incubation period. from the uninteresting parts. The model can be

As for the automation of software development using mathematical, layout, or have any other kind, but in all
approaches MBSE, then in fact this is just a continuation cases different from the real-world entity it represents.
of CASE approach. However, attempts to build However, in the context of MBSE, model" is often used
automation tools for software development, using the as a generic term for any specifications that are expressed
principles of MBSE, differ significantly from the in the formalism of a higher level than programming
construction of CASE systems based solely on the languages. Regardless of whether the "model" is an

But fair to say that MBSE is still far from the classical
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abstraction which omits the details or the "model" is a
full-fledged implementation of the specification which can
be automatically generated complete executable program.
This kind of practice can be attributed to the unique
nature of MBSE, in which the final design artifact, in
principle, may be the result of a series of incremental
adjustments consistent set of high-level specifications. In
the process, continuously, you can use the same
languages, tools, frameworks, methods and experience.
This will avoid qualitative leaps that characterize virtually
all other forms of engineering. In this process, if
automation is quite formal and well organized you can
expect far more likely to preserve the original design
goals. It should be noted that in the early stages of this
continuous process, it is useful to have a relatively low
level of formality and precision that would allow more free Fig. 1: Development of design approaches
to express design ideas. As the implementation process
should accordingly increase the degree of formality and Almost all of them have a period of intensive use,
consistency checking, while the final stage of the degree which are usually also larger with each new step.
of formality will not be connected with programming They all have a transition period, where the most
languages. The requirement to maintain a gradual increase successful languages and tools are adapted to
in the level of formality is a very important feature to support the ideas of the next step.
consider when selecting modeling languages.

Historical Analysis: Software development is a very historical analysis is that the next step absorbs the most
volatile nature, despite the fact that this is a very young successful ideas and technologies from the previous step
discipline. Every new leap in software development aspire and adds some new ideas, which provides regular
to raise the level of abstraction that corresponds to the increase the level of abstraction. The methods MBSE
development of methodologies of human thought and basis on CBSE method (usually DOS), which uses ideas
improve the independence, respectively, of software and techniques of structured programming, techniques of
platforms. Conceptually, the above line of steps can be structured programming use ideas the technology and
represented as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a methods of programming languages of the third
tentative schedule of six steps in software development in generation.
the previous section. Gradient colors for each line reflects This historical review and analysis showed that the
the intensity of use approach in programming. approach automation based on MBSE is a viable

Analyzing the line, you can identify the following candidate which will provide a new step in software
patterns (Fig. 2): development and that MBSE will become increasingly

They all have an incubation period. The main part of
this period is occupied by research and this is where Perspective: There is a lot of discussion about the
new ideas and languages, should be also noted that platform-independent models (PIMs) and platform-
in each new step incubation period increases. specific  models (PSMs),  metamodeling,  domain-specific

The main pattern that shows up as a result of this

important in the near future.

Fig. 2: Lines of life approaches to software development
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modeling languages, model transformation, etc. The main gradual increase in the level of formality, is a very
idea of MBSE can be reduced to two fundamental important feature to consider when choosing a modeling
concepts: language.

The level of abstraction raising. Increase the level of CONCLUSION
programming specifications further away from the
underlying implementation technologies (relating to This historical review and analysis showed that the
traditional programming languages). approach automation based on MBSE is a viable
Increased level of automation, which is used to candidate which will provide a new step in software
bridge the gap between design specifications and development and that MBSE will become increasingly
relevant implementations. important in the near future.
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